Sales Tax: Sur La Table, Inc. is required by law to collect sales tax on orders shipped to AL, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, GA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NV, NY, OH, OR, PA, SC, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA and WI. Where required, tax is also applied to shipping, handling, gift wrap and/or food items. Appropriate charges will be added to your merchandise total and displayed on your final order confirmation. Tax may apply for OK, SD and VT. Additional terms and conditions governing our shipping fees, product returns or exchanges, and other important policies are posted on surlatable.com.

Sale Prices
All sale prices in this catalog are valid through 4/2/18 unless otherwise noted. Limited to stock on hand. Attention California Residents: Proposition 65 WARNING: Consuming balsamic vinegars, or foods or beverages that have been kept or served in leaded crystal or brass products, or handling products made of leaded crystal or brass, will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Get ready for spring
Use the above promo code online or bring this coupon to any of our stores for 20% OFF ONE ITEM PLUS FREE SHIPPING over $59 through April 8, 2018.

A foolproof way to cook
A restaurant-favorite technique and one of the latest trends for home kitchens, sous vide is easy to learn—and this set includes everything you need to get started.

GEORGE ZAKARIAN
PRO FOR HOME SOUS VIDE
Get the results you want—consistently, simply and without ever worrying about overcooking. Circulating water around sealed food at precisely regulated temperatures ensures tender, flavorful food every time, without any of the stress.

3981339 $129.95
Stasher Reusable Silicone Bag, ½ gallon 3655636 $19.95
It’s far more than just meat.
Vegetables, sides and more—cook almost anything to perfection.

NEW GEOFFREY ZAKARIAN PRO FOR HOME SOUS VIDE

Get the results you want—consistently, simply and without ever worrying about overcooking. Circulating water around sealed food at precisely regulated temperatures ensures tender, flavorful food every time, without any of the stress.

3981339 $129.95

Stasher Reusable Silicone Bag
½ gallon 3655636 $19.95

A foolproof way to cook
A restaurant-favorite technique and one of the latest trends for home kitchens, sous vide is easy to learn—and this set includes everything you need to get started.

It’s for more than just meat
Vegetables, sides and more—cook almost anything to perfection.

The Semi-Annual Cookware Sale

Save big on the best brands now through April 2.
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California Residents: Proposition 65 WARNING: Consuming balsamic vinegars, or foods or beverages that have been kept or served in leaded crystal or brass products, or handling products made of leaded crystal or brass, will expose you to lead, a chemical known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm.

Sur La Table
The Art & Soul of Cooking
Start off with a spring soup

Our Asparagus Bisque with Black Pepper and Crème Fraîche is a delicious way to kick off a meal—and a season. Recipe at surlatable.com/springrecipes

CELEBRATE SPRING WITH ALL THAT’S NEW

From our biggest sale of the season to everything Easter, there’s a lot to look forward to.

THE EASTER TABLE SALE

Mix and match to add a lush, organic feel to your celebration—our spring collections are on sale.

PG. 6

SEMI-ANNUAL COOKWARE SALE

Save big on the best brands now through April 2.

PG. 22

NEW BAKEWARE FROM NORDIC WARE®

Beautifully detailed cakes with the Gold collection.

PG. 10

Lighter and brighter spring cooking

APRIL AT SUR LA TABLE

Spring is here and we’re excited to lighten up with recipes, classes, and tools that make the most of fresh produce at its peak—hello, asparagus!

Spring also means big savings at our Semi-Annual Cookware Sale—going on now. You’ll find the best prices of the season on the best brands around.

Learn how to make Southern Italian Desserts

Plan vacations around dessert? Us too! This class offers an enticing exploration of Southern Italian sweets, and you’ll pick up tips and techniques to make them at home.

See every class online.

From our cover

Le Creuset Dutch Ovens

- 5½-Qt Round
  Provence  3824026  $339.95
  Reg. $439.95

- 3½-Qt Round Wide
  Indigo  3494275  $199.96
  Reg. $284.95

Shown with Stainless Steel Knob  619692  $18.95

SURLATABLE.COM
NEW AND EXCLUSIVE LE CREUSET PROVENCE

A legend in lavender
CAST IRON HANDCRAFTED IN FRANCE

Inspired by the fields of lavender dotting the landscape of southern France, Le Creuset introduces Provence, an elegantly understated, perfectly balanced new color and a beautiful way to celebrate this Easter and beyond.

EASTER TABLE

Just can't bear another boring Easter ham or lackluster lamb? Try a fresh take on the traditional feast with an herb-accented rack paired with cool, creamy tzatziki. Add in a savory tart and seasonal fruit compote and let the compliments begin.

See the schedules at SURLATABLE.COM

COOKING CLASSES

AT SUR LA TABLE

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
NEW AT SUR LA TABLE

EASTER BRUNCH

SALE UP TO 30% OFF

Kick off April with a beautiful Easter Brunch—we’ll help you mix and match your way to a table full of spring color. Find even more dinnerware and décor in stores or online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Old Price</th>
<th>New Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage Collection Bowl</td>
<td>3710894</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>$9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadeite Collection Lace Glass</td>
<td>3660875</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadeite Bunny Dish</td>
<td>3710894</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easter Bunny Sisal Figure</td>
<td>3710894</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadeite Cake Stand</td>
<td>3710894</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jadeite Footed Lace Bowl</td>
<td>3710894</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Collection Utensil Crock</td>
<td>2575074</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$23.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Collection Plate</td>
<td>2575074</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$23.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Collection Bowl</td>
<td>2575074</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$23.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
1. **NEW & EXCLUSIVE**
   **Silicone Pooch Pods**
   Flexible, nonstick silicone pods float while eggs cook. When ready, just flip. Sets of two. $9.95
   - Green: 3894946
   - Yellow/White: 3894938

2. **SALE**
   **Rösle Stainless Steel Egg Topper**
   Great for soft-boiled eggs. Easily score shell tops for clean removal. 716584
   Reg. $20.00 | $16.96
   Video online.

3. **BUY 2 GET 1 FREE**
   **Ultimate Fork**
   Use it every day to scramble, mix, mash, stir, flip, blend, lift, pull and separate. Heat-proof silicone won’t scratch. $9.95
   - Red: 3419090
   Video and four colors online.

4. **NEW**
   **The Negg™ Egg Peeler**
   It’s the easiest way to peel. Just add a little water, snap it closed and shake—the shell slides right off for a perfect hard boiled egg every time. 3710257 | $17.95
   Video online.

5. **NEW**
   **Fusionbrands® EggXactRing™ Adjustable Egg Ring**
   Adjusts from 1.5 to 4 inches for perfectly round eggs, pancakes and more—great for breakfast sandwiches! 3770872 | $5.00

6. **EXCLUSIVE**
   **Four-in-One Egg Slicer**
   Great for garnishes and egg salads, it creates perfect rounds, ovals, wedges or matchsticks. A silicone base keeps it steady on the countertop. 2931023 | $14.95

---

**OUR EXCLUSIVE FOURTH BURNER POT**

**EGGS MADE EASY**

Put all your eggs in one basket—ours can boil up to 12 at once, and its tall, slim, space-saving design is also great for asparagus, corn, potatoes and more. It features a glass lid and pouring spout and includes a wire basket for easy steaming and straining.

**SALE**
   **Fourth Burner Pot**
   Reg. $59.95 | $34.96

---

**TIPS**

- Simple straining: The basket with silicone handle makes it easy—just lift to strain eggs or vegetables.
You’re golden with five fun styles
Pick your pattern and start baking—you’ll find Bundt recipes online.

NEW AT SUR LA TABLE
Spring is sweet
with Nordic Ware

Create adorably detailed cakes for your Easter desserts. From the maker of the original Bundt® pan, heavy cast-aluminum pans with a nonstick finish give you perfect golden-brown results. Made in Minneapolis, Minnesota, since 1946.
SIP AND CELEBRATE

Cheers to the best way to sip rosé—the Ultimate Rosé Glass from Schott Zwiesel. Its tulip silhouette brings out the full bouquet of your favorite wines and etchings in the glass keep the bubbles coming when you want it sparkling. Made in Germany of Tritan® crystal—the most brilliantly clear and resilient crystal available.

EXCLUSIVE

Schott Zwiesel
Ultimate Rosé Glass
Set of four 11½ oz. 3902848 $39.95

Garden Floral 16-Piece Set
Four each: dinner plate, salad plate, cereal bowl, mug. St 771038 Reg. $150.00 Sale $119.96

Garden Floral Appetizer Plate
Set of four, not shown. St 771074 $40.00 Sale $31.96

Figural Flower Mug
St 770829 $10.00 $7.96

Bormioli Rocco Romantic Glass
10¼ oz. Pink St 3660875 $10.00 $7.96

Blue St 3660883

Green St 3660891

Mini Latte Bowl
5 oz. Pink St 3717122 $4.00 $3.16

More colors and sizes online.

Fortessa Bistro Flatware
5-piece set 700542 $40.00

20-piece set 3457896 $140.00

ROUND MARBLE SERVING BOARD
St 1240194 $29.95

SIP AND CELEBRATE

Cheers to the best way to sip rosé—the Ultimate Rosé Glass from Schott Zwiesel. Its tulip silhouette brings out the full bouquet of your favorite wines and etchings in the glass keep the bubbles coming when you want it sparkling. Made in Germany of Tritan® crystal—the most brilliantly clear and resilient crystal available.

EXCLUSIVE

Schott Zwiesel
Ultimate Rosé Glass
Set of four 11½ oz. 3902848 $39.95

Garden Floral 16-Piece Set
Four each: dinner plate, salad plate, cereal bowl, mug. St 771038 Reg. $150.00 Sale $119.96

Garden Floral Appetizer Plate
Set of four, not shown. St 771074 $40.00 Sale $31.96

Figural Flower Mug
St 770829 $10.00 $7.96

Bormioli Rocco Romantic Glass
10¼ oz. Pink St 3660875 $10.00 $7.96

Blue St 3660883

Green St 3660891

Mini Latte Bowl
5 oz. Pink St 3717122 $4.00 $3.16

More colors and sizes online.

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
NEW KITCHENAID® OCEAN DRIVE

BRIGHT AND BREEZY

Great food is yours for the making with legendary KitchenAid® design, dependability and power in a summery new color. 10 speeds go from a slow stir to a fast whip, perfect for blending batter and making icing for our Classic Carrot Cake. Get the recipe online.

Artisan® 5-Quart Stand Mixer
$379.95
Over 30 colors online.

Nielsen-Massey Madagascar Vanilla Extract
$49.95
More varieties online.

CREATE WITH KITCHENAID®

We partnered with KitchenAid® to offer fun, hands-on classes that make the most of our favorite stand mixers. See the schedules at SURLATABLE.COM

COOKING CLASSES
AT SUR LA TABLE

SIMPLE AND SEASONAL

Our Classic Carrot Cake recipe uses a pound of fresh shredded carrot, folded into the batter.

RICH, CREAMY ICING

Decadent butter cream cheese frosting balances the cake—and makes it a serious crowd-pleaser.

FINISHING TOUCH

Top with colorful marzipan carrots for a perfect Easter dessert. Recipe at surtable.com/carrotcake

1

2

3
DINNER SHORTCUTS

Too busy to cook? Not anymore—these flavor-packed dishes go from prep to table faster than you can get pizza delivered. Learn techniques for creating Greek-inspired soup, spicy grilled chicken and our new favorite food trend: savory toasts. See the schedules at SURLATABLE.COM

NEW 3-QUART
Great for smaller kitchens, smaller dinners and sides.
3979168 $119.95

NEW 6-QUART
A perfect everyday size with room for a whole chicken.
3436474 $149.95

NEW 8-QUART
Great for batch cooking or making delicious one-pot meals for the whole family.
3979176 $179.95

INSTANT POT ULTRA
INSTANT BRUNCH
THE ULTIMATE MULTICOOKER

The world’s favorite multicooker is no slouch when it comes to breakfast. In addition to everything else it does well, it gets eggs just right every time. Available in three great sizes.

Video or title

NEW OXO SILICONE EGG RACK
Keep eggs in place for quick hard or soft boiling in your 6-quart or larger Instant Pot. The heat-safe silicone rack is even stackable for double batches—and great for holding Easter eggs after decorating.
589774 $11.95

Eggs in minutes
Soft boiled, hard boiled or somewhere in between—perfect eggs are minutes away.

Cooking classes at Sur La Table

SURLATABLE.COM

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
THE BEST OF GERMAN CUTLERY

A cut above

You can’t talk about great knives without mentioning Zwilling J.A. Henckels and Wüsthof—two amazing brands, both favorites of professional chefs, both made in Solingen, Germany, the City of Blades, where the art of Western cutlery was born. Discover why we love them—try them for yourself in our stores.

ZWILLING PRO

A modern classic—Pro knives are a perfect blend of technology and tradition. A graceful angled bolster means quick end-to-end sharpening and an easy professional pinch grip, and fatigue-reducing contoured handles put these knives right up there with the most comfortable we’ve tested.

EXCLUSIVE

7" CHEF’S
1535584 Reg. $29.95
Sale $19.96

7" ROCKING SANTOKU
1706431 $129.95

5½" PREP
1723556 $99.95

3½" PARING
407792 Reg. $49.95
Sale $39.96

WÜSTHOF CLASSIC

Wüsthof’s best-selling collection for generations, Classic is a pure expression of German cutlery design. Proven in restaurant kitchens and perfected over the decades, this is also one of the most extensive collections we offer—there is truly a shape for every task, and a lifetime of performance in every shape.

5" SERRATED UTILITY
21278 Reg. $84.95
Sale $59.96

8" HOLLOW-EDGE SANTOKU
3064120 $139.95

3½" PARING
13608 $49.95

6" CHEF’S
13603 Reg. $119.95
Sale $59.96

KNIFE SKILLS 101

Nervous around knives? After this class, you won’t be. We’ll cover all the basic skills, show you the fundamental cuts and give you plenty of hands-on practice.

See the schedules at SUR La TABLE

COOKING CLASSES

AT SUR LA TABLE

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE

018_SLT_MARCH_2018 019_SLT_MARCH_2018
ALL NEW Spring Classes

VIETNAMESE KITCHEN TECHNIQUES
Love pho, but could use a spring break? Explore other incredible Vietnamese flavors and get hands-on practice with three essential techniques—steaming, stir-frying and grilling.

NIGHT OUT: CRUSHING ON RHUBARB
We’ll show you how to create a savory rhubarb chutney and perfectly seared pork, along with roasted broccoli that even veggie haters will love. Plus, we’ll transform rhubarb into a crumble featuring raspberries and rye streusel topping.

CELEBRATING THE FRENCH QUARTER
We’ll cover all the essentials for bringing the flavors of New Orleans home—from creating a roux and cooking grains to handling and cooking shellfish. Plus, you’ll practice flambéing to create the quintessential French Quarter dessert.

SOUTHERN ITALIAN DESSERTS
Plan vacations around dessert? Us too! Join us for an enticing exploration of Southern Italian sweets. You’ll learn techniques for everything from mixing cookie dough and cooking custard to creating an impossibly creamy gelato.

EVERYDAY VEGETARIAN
Vegetarian dishes so flavorful you won’t even miss the meat? Totally doable—we’ll show you how. Get hands-on practice with everything from cooking eggs and grains to making savory pancakes with an umami-packed cream sauce.

NEW TECHNIQUE CLASSES
One Technique, 45 Minutes, $25.00

STEAM MUSSELS
PAN ROAST A STEAK
WOK FRY VEGETABLE PAD THAI
PERFECT FRENCH CRÊPES
PAN ROAST A CHICKEN BREAST
FRENCH OMELET
PRESSURE COOK
SOUS VIDE

Empower yourself in the kitchen—shorter, more focused and only $25.00 each, our new Technique Classes are a perfect way to build your cook’s skillset one essential technique at a time. Available at select stores.

Find even more classes online.
Reason to love it
A new glass lid lets you keep an eye on cooking food.

3½-QUART STAUB ALL-DAY PAN
With its unique design and new glass lid—less weight, more visibility—this is the single most versatile piece of cast iron cookware we’ve tested in a long time. From stovetop to oven, frying to baking, it does so many things—and does them all well—that it might become your new everyday favorite.

Reg. $249.95
Sale $149.96

Marin Blue 389576
Graphite 3895948
Black 3895950
Grenadine 3895943

Thermapen Mk4 Thermometer
The best we’ve tried—ultra fast and accurate. In stores only.

Reg. $99.00
Sale $59.00

THE SEMI-ANNUAL
Cookware Sale

SAVINGS THIS GOOD ONLY HAPPEN TWICE A YEAR

Get set for entertaining with our best deals of the season. You’ll save big on our exclusive cookware plus favorites from all the best brands. Hurry—sale ends April 2.
INDUSTRY5 3½-QUART ESSENTIAL PAN
From frying to sautéing, an ultra-versatile pan with rounded sides for easy whisking and stirring.
1031590  Reg. $239.95 
Sale $99.96

SEMI-ANNUAL COOKWARE SALE

DEMEYERE INDUSTRY5 SALE
The Ultimate 5-Ply Cookware
A five-ply 3mm-thick aluminum and aluminum-alloy core ensures fast and even heat distribution. Stainless steel exteriors deliver great performance on any heat source—including induction.
Up to 55% off—more than 20 pieces online

SALE Industry5 10-Piece Set
867283  Reg. $999.95  $799.96

SALE Industry5 3-Quart Sauté Pan
825100  Reg. $239.95  $99.96

EXCLUSIVE DEMEYERE SILVER7 SALE
Advanced Performance Every Day
Revolutionary, pan-specific construction features seven-ply to the rim in sauciers and skillets, and the ultra-conductive TriplInduc® base with a 2mm copper disc in saucepans, sauté pans and stockpots.
Up to 45% off—more than 10 pieces online

SALE Silver7 12-Piece Set
2755981  Reg. $1,699.95  $1,359.96

NEW & EXCLUSIVE Stainless-Steel Mills
Battery-powered grinding with the touch of a button. $29.95
Pepper  3719309  Salt  3717782

FROM BELGIUM, COOKWARE ADVANCED
DEMEYERE SALE

SALE Silver7 3-Quart Sauté Pan
2756047  Reg. $334.95  $179.96

INDUSTRY5 3½-QUART ESSENTIAL PAN
From frying to sautéing, an ultra-versatile pan with rounded sides for easy whisking and stirring.
1031590  Reg. $239.95 
Sale $99.96

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
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EXCLUSIVE SCANPAN CTQ SALE
Premium Scanpan
The look of stainless cookware with amazing nonstick performance. These skillets feature induction-compatible 5-layer clad aluminum construction with a brushed stainless exterior and a cooking surface tough enough for metal utensils.
Up to 45% off—more than 15 pieces online

EXCLUSIVE SCANPAN PRO S5 SALE
5-Layer Nonstick
Pro S5 offers the cleanest release you’ll find thanks to the revolutionary new 5-layer Stratanium® nonstick surface—50% more durable with 30% better release than previous Scanpan coatings. Rivetless stainless steel handles make cleanup even easier.
Up to 35% off—more than 10 pieces online

EXCLUSIVE SCANPAN EVOLUTION SALE
Tried and True
The classic Scanpan collection features the ultra-durable ceramic titanium nonstick surface (safe for metal utensils) plus big, comfortable handles and rivetless interiors for easy cleanup.
Up to 40% off—more than 20 pieces online

SALE CTQ 10-Piece Set
1432574 Reg. $899.95 $629.96

SALE Pro S5 10-Piece Set
3078518 Reg. $699.95 $559.96

SALE Evolution 10-Piece Set
2006732 Reg. $699.95 $499.96

EXCLUSIVE
CTQ 4. QUART DEEP SAUTÉ PAN
An all-in-one everyday essential for everything from stir-frying to making risotto. It’s generously sized and ideal for browning, sautéing and searing—unlike most other nonstick—and it cleans up in seconds.
185341 Reg. $289.95
Sale $189.96
BUY 3 GET 1 FREE Stainless-Steel Tongs
Retail: $20.00

SALE Asparagus Carbonara
From our class, SLT Favorites: Local Spring. Get the recipe at surtable.com/asparagus
NEW & EXCLUSIVE

d5 BRUSHED SKILLETS WITH LIDS
Perfect for everything from frying eggs and bacon to searing steaks to baking in the oven, with snug-fitting lids for extra versatility.

10"  3820768
Reg. $195.95
Sale $129.96
12"  3820776
Reg. $260.95
Sale $149.96

SEMIA-ANNUAL COOKWARE SALE

Copper Core 12" Skillet
184550 Reg. $254.95
Online only.

d5 Brushed 12" Skillet with lid (lid not shown)
3820768 Reg. $260.95
$149.96

Stainless Steel 14" Skillet
819805 Reg. $194.95

ALL-CLAD
COPPER CORE
All-Clad's Most Premium Collection
Legendary performance—bonded five-ply cookware combines the superior heat conductivity of copper and aluminum with the cleaning ease of 18/10 stainless steel. Made in the USA.
More than 15 pieces online

ALL-CLAD
d5 BRUSHED
5-Ply Bonded Cookware
Five-ply construction delivers 20% more even heating and optimized induction performance. Features big, comfortable handles and flared rims for drip-free pouring. Made in the USA.
More than 15 pieces online

ALL-CLAD
STAINLESS STEEL
A Tried-and-True Favorite
Handcrafted with a patented bonding process, this legendary three-ply all-American cookware features timeless design, amazing performance and durability to last a lifetime. Made in the USA.
More than 60 pieces online

All-Clad's 5 Ply Bonded Cookware

Copper Core 10-Piece Set
462580 Reg. $1,299.95

d5 Brushed 10-Piece Set
152628 Reg. $899.95

Stainless Steel 10-Piece Set
1059940 Reg. $699.95

AN AMERICAN CLASSIC

ALL-CLAD SALE

d5 BRUSHED 1-QUART SAUCEPAN
A versatile kitchen essential in a great everyday size. A long stay-cool handle and helper handle make it easy to work with.
992842 Reg. $254.95
$149.96

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE
Balloon Whisk
14"  577045 $19.95

NEW & EXCLUSIVE

d5 BRUSHED 3-QUART SAUCEPAN
A versatile kitchen essential in a great everyday size. A long stay-cool handle and helper handle make it easy to work with.
992842 Reg. $254.95
$149.96

BUY 2 GET 1 FREE
Balloon Whisk
14"  577045 $19.95

SALE UP TO 40% OFF

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
SURLATABLE.COM
GreenPan Offers the Only Cookware with a 100% Pure Ceramic, 100% Toxin-Free Nonstick Surface. Made Using Real Industrial Diamonds, Diamond + Evershine™ is Up to 50% Tougher Than the Competition—and New Evershine Technology Keeps the Stainless-Steel Exterior Looking Like New for Years.

Up to 30% Off—10 Pieces Online

Diamond + Evershine 10-Piece Set
3822418   Reg. $679.95 $499.96

GreenPan Offers the Only Cookware with a 100% Pure Ceramic, 100% Toxin-Free Nonstick Surface. Made Using Real Industrial Diamonds, Pure Ceramic + Magneto™ is Induction-Compatible Ceramic Nonstick. The Thermolon Diamond Ceramic Nonstick Surface Means It’s Safe for Metal Utensils.

Up to 30% Off—7 Pieces Online

Pure Ceramic + Magneto 10-Piece Set
3078128   Reg. $499.95 $399.96

Every Night of the Week These Must-Own Skillets in Two Great Sizes Handle Whatever You Throw Their Way. GreenPan’s 100% Ceramic Nonstick is 100% Toxin-Free—Healthier for You and for the Environment.

Diamond + Evershine™ 9 ½” and 11” Skillet Set
3822426   Reg. $199.95 $149.96

GreenPan Offers the Only Cookware with a 100% Pure Ceramic, 100% Toxin-Free Nonstick Surface. Made Using Real Industrial Diamonds, Diamond + Evershine™ is Up to 50% Tougher Than the Competition—and New Evershine Technology Keeps the Stainless-Steel Exterior Looking Like New for Years.

Up to 30% Off—10 Pieces Online

Diamond + Evershine 10-Piece Set
3822418   Reg. $679.95 $499.96

12” Diamond + Evershine Covered Skillet
5822459   Reg. $144.95 $99.96

GreenPan Offers the Only Cookware with a 100% Pure Ceramic, 100% Toxin-Free Nonstick Surface. Made Using Real Industrial Diamonds, Diamond + Evershine™ is Up to 50% Tougher Than the Competition—and New Evershine Technology Keeps the Stainless-Steel Exterior Looking Like New for Years.

Up to 30% Off—10 Pieces Online

Diamond + Evershine 10-Piece Set
3822418   Reg. $679.95 $499.96

12” Diamond + Evershine Covered Skillet
5822459   Reg. $144.95 $99.96

SALE Pure Ceramic + Magneto 10-Piece Set
5078028   Reg. $499.95 $399.96

SALE Pure Ceramic + Magneto 10-Piece Set
5078028   Reg. $499.95 $399.96
One grill that does it all

Three sets of die-cast, dishwasher-safe nonstick plates—grill, griddle and waffle—let you make a huge variety of favorites. The open position gives you extra grill or griddle space, and a floating hinge lets you easily grill-press sandwiches or even hover the top plate above a steak to broil it.

2099275
$269.95
Video online.

BREAKFAST ESSENTIALS

EXCLUSIVE
Crown Maple Syrup
12 oz. 1499540 $22.00

Buttermilk Pancake and Waffle Mix
17 oz. 2018793 $10.00
33 oz. 2018785 $15.00

Ceramic Mixing Bowl Set
3-piece set 2015692 $40.00

Who wants breakfast?
The included waffle plates let you make four golden-brown waffles at a time.
Welcome to café Jura

JURA’s bean-to-cup philosophy demands perfection: the best grind, the ideal temperature for brewing and steaming, the perfect flavor and aroma. Once you’ve experienced it, you’ll see why owning a JURA is like putting a café on your countertop.

From simple espresso to a perfect flat white, the J6 prepares 13 specialty drinks with a single touch. The intuitive display makes it easy to program, customize and duplicate your drinks.

3622453  Reg. $2,999.00  
Sale $2,398.96

Video online.

Glass Milk Container
2970291  $50.00

COOKING CLASSES
AT SUR LA TABLE

IRISH BREAD SHOP
Fresh-from-the-oven Irish bread with homemade butter? Yes, please! Learn essential techniques for mixing, kneading and rolling two types of dough, one with yeast and one without. Plus, you’ll practice shaping, baking and icing hot cross buns. Yum! See the schedule at SURLATABLE.COM
NEW AT SUR LA TABLE

REINVENT YOUR MORNING

NESTRESSO CREATISTA UNO
BY BREVILLE®

Make craft coffee drinks (flat white, cappuccino, latte, latte macchiato and more) in seconds—the new Creatista Uno makes it easy thanks to Nespresso OriginalLine capsules and a fully automatic steam wand for true microfoamed milk, custom-adjusted to your taste.

3984036 $399.95

BREVILLE SMART OVEN AIR

With 30% more space than its closest relative and 33 ways to cook, the countertop oven can do it all: 14-pound turkey? Nine pieces of toast at once? Perfect pizza? French fries? Beef jerky? A big yes to all. And it even slow-cooks. We especially love the Super Convection setting—it cuts cooking time by about 30% and creates amazing crispiness, perfect for those air-fried snacks.

3179272 $399.95 Video online.

NEW BREVILLE PRECISION BREWER

Enjoy perfect, balanced coffee exactly the way you like it. This is the first 12-cup drip coffee maker with the precision required to brew craft coffee automatically. It has six unique brewing modes including My Brew, which lets you customize bloom time, brew temperature and flow rate to suit any coffee and roast.

3978327 $299.95

NEW BREVILLE JUICE FOUNTAIN COLD XL

Keep delicate nutrients fully intact throughout juicing. Breville® Cold Spin Technology filters juice through a micro-mesh sieve to ensure efficient juicing with minimal heat transfer—so your fruit and vegetables are perfectly juiced instead of cooked. The new XL size features a 70-oz. jug for big batches, and it's easy to store in the refrigerator.

3773298 $349.95

Zwilling Sorrento Double-Wall Glasses

Keep hot drinks hotter, cold drinks colder! Sets of two in stores and online.

SURLATABLE.COM FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
EXCLUSIVE
5-QUART WOK SKILLET
Professional-grade carbon steel for quick heat, a flat base suitable for use on any stovetop, and a domed glass lid to seal in moisture and flavor. 597722 $69.95

NEW AND ONLY AT SUR LA TABLE

CHRISTOPHER KIMBALL’S
MILK STREET
A NEW APPROACH TO COOKING

Milk Street tools and cookware help you put Christopher Kimball’s fresh approach to home cooking into practice. Less about finicky, hard-to-learn methods and rare ingredients—and better suited to our busy lives—Milk Street showcases quick, simple dishes that are packed with flavor, drawing on a broad mix of bold ingredients and easy-to-learn techniques from around the world.

See the whole collection and learn more in stores and online.

EXCLUSIVE
DUROTHERM
5-QUART CASSEROLE
Double-walled and up to 60% more efficient than standard pots, it keeps food warm and ready to serve for 2 hours. Serving trivet included. 3843174 $299.95

“For almost four decades, I have reviewed cookware, kitchen tools and supermarket foods. Today, the world of home cooking is ready for products that deliver exactly what the home cook really needs. These are “Tools for How We Cook,” products designed to help us have more fun in the kitchen, save time, and help all of us produce better, healthier, more vibrant home-cooked foods.”

CHRISTOPHER KIMBALL
MILK STREET

Slotted Spoon A long, stay-cool handle makes it perfect for draining liquids while cooking or serving. 3829551 $18.00

Balloon Whisk Quick and comfortable mixing of batters and sauces. 3829256 $22.00

Wok Spatula Designed to match the exact curvature of the Wok Skillet for precise stirring and scooping. 5829514 $18.00

Fish Turner A thin, angled edge slips gently under delicate foods to turn and serve. 5829280 $18.00

Spider Skimmer Hand-woven steel wire drains easily—great for blanching, deep-frying and more. 3829322 $18.00

5-PIECE CUTLERY SET
BY J.A. HENCKELS INTERNATIONAL
Three knives to tackle any task—4” paring, 5½” serrated prep and 7” chef’s—at a great value. Forged, high-carbon stainless-steel blades and full-tang handles. 3829820 $99.95

FREE SHIPPING OVER $59 WITH CODE SHIPFREE
THE ALL-CLAD PREP & COOK
A NEW WAY TO COOK
GO FROM PREP TO PLATE WITH A SINGLE HELPER

Already a favorite in Europe, this is a completely new way to prep ingredients, cook and serve an entire meal with a single appliance—and with step-by-step automation to guide you throughout. Made in France.

3436466
$999.95

No stove, no problem
All-Clad’s Prep and Cook breaks new ground. It does the work of a food processor for effortless prep, and it does the cooking too, with six presets—Sauce, Soup, Simmer, Steam, Pastry and Dessert—plus simple-to-use manual controls. Includes stainless-steel basket, five accessories with storage case, plus a recipe book with more than 300 recipes. 4.7-qt. capacity.

Made in France

COOK
Chicken Tagine with Preserved Lemon
Simmered all-day flavor in less than an hour? Yes, please. This Moroccan-inspired tagine delivers remarkably tender poultry accented with potatoes, olives, citrus and plenty of fresh cilantro.

SIMMER
Green Beans with Bacon and Shallots
Transform humble green beans into a savory, crave-worthy side. Simmered to crisp-yet-tender perfection with bacon and shallots, these magic beans inspire everyone to eat their veggies.

BAKE
Homemade Pizza Dough
Easily mix, knead and proof dough—all in one bowl. Pile on your favorite toppings and enjoy a piping-hot pizza in less than an hour. Almost as effortless as ordering delivery and so much more fresh and flavorful.

DESSERTS
Chocolate Pots de Crème
Doubly decadent, these creamy desserts feature two types of chocolate for incredible depth of flavor. They go from prep to pots in just 15 minutes. The hardest part will be waiting for them to cool before indulging.

WHIP
Lemon Meringue Pie
Flaky shortcrust pastry, tart citrus curd and impossibly fluffy meringue—what’s not to love? Ok, calories. But after your first bite of this creamy, dreamy pie, you’ll know it’s definitely worth an extra hour at the gym.
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Made in Seki City, Japan, and inspired by the ancient blade-making techniques used to craft samurai swords, these knives each require over 100 steps to make, individual artisans performing every highly specialized task. The result: knives that bring incredible sharpness, maneuverability and balance to the cutting board every day.
1. Chef’n® Zipstrip™
Pull woody herbs like rosemary, thyme, lavender, sage and more through the stripper to remove them from stems and measure too. 1295583 $7.95 Video online.

2. BUY 2 GET 1 FREE Serrated Peeler
Swiveling steel blade is serrated to strip peels from soft produce without damaging the flesh. $9.95 Black 5420247 Green 5420262 Red 5420254 Video online.

3. NEW & EXCLUSIVE Zyliss® Garlic and Root Mincer
Mince garlic, ginger, nuts and more with a twist. Unique teeth for speedy processing. $14.95 Clear 5825801 Green 5825619 Orange 5825627

4. NEW & EXCLUSIVE Rasp Grater
The best way to zest citrus and grate hard cheeses, garlic and ginger. Our all-new stainless-steel tools are built to last with weighted, ergonomic handles. 5822699 $19.95

5. NEW Chef’n® Artichokster™
If you love artichokes, this is an essential tool. A twist is all it takes to separate leaves from hearts in cooked or raw artichokes. Dishwasher safe. 5779987 $14.95 Video online.

6. Chef’s Planet Clip & Drain
Just clip to the side to instantly turn any pot into a colander for quick and easy straining. $15.00 EXCLUSIVE Green 2799880 Red 1251099

OUR FAVORITES FOR IN-SEASON FLAVOR
THE TOOLS TO MAKE IT FRESH
Turn farmers market finds into amazing spring meals with the best new ways to grate, peel, mince and more...

Chef's Planet Clip & Drain
From our class, Season Favorites: Asparagus. Find the recipe at surtable.com/springsalad

COOKING CLASSES AT SUR LA TABLE
SEASON FAVORITES: ASPARAGUS
How do we love asparagus? Let us count the ways—asparagus pizza, asparagus salad, asparagus pasta...Learn how to incorporate everybody’s favorite spring veggie in all kinds of dishes. Not including dessert, of course. See the schedules at surtable.com
Springtime in Rome—what’s not to love? Embrace Italian flavors, from savory braised chicken to an out-of-this-world side. Plus, we’ll use your KitchenAid® mixer to make flaky pastry dough for an easy yet oh-so-impressive lattice-top tart.

COOKING CLASSES AT SUR LA TABLE

See the schedules at SURLATABLE.COM

---

HANDCRAFTED IN ITALY

SALE UP TO 30% OFF NOVA DERUTA

From the Umbrian region of Italy, our colorful artisan earthenware is handmade in a style that dates back to the Renaissance.

16-Piece Set
Four each: Dinner, Salad, Soup, Mug.

68081  Reg. $279.95  $195.96

---

Nova Deruta Collection
Utensil Holder 105547  $25.00
Dinner Plate 624044  $18.95  $13.96
Salad Plate 624044  $18.95  $13.26
Soup Plate 624021  $18.95  $13.26
Mug 623255  $16.00  $11.16
Butter Dish 2917001  $39.95
Poker 153584  $39.95  $27.96
Cereal Bowl 244664  $16.00  $11.16
Cup and Saucer 623775  $20.00  $15.06
Tureen 153500  $44.95
Shaker Set 155500  $34.95

Sfoglini Pasta 9.00
Trumpets 1278010  Zucca 1278011
Urban Accents Pasta Sauce 12.00
Tomato Basil 3980224
Arrabbiata 3980216

Olive Wood Collection
Paddle Board 189556  $59.95

Boat 189555  $15.00

Duranex Picardie Tumblers, 18-Piece Set
Made in France.

180716  $69.95
KITCHEN SOLUTIONS

1. Chef’n® FreshForce™ Juicer
   Our favorite way to juice citrus. Unique design creates extra leverage for 20% more juice than the competition. Lemon 652628 $25.00 Video online.

2. OXO 3-in-1 Avocado Slicer
   Split, pit, slice and scoop with one smart design. 957704 $10.00 Video online. NEW The Avocado Sock™ Wool ripens the fruit in as few as 24 hours. 5827904 $17.00

3. NEW Chef’n® Looseleaf™ Plus Kale and Herb Stripper
   The easiest way to strip greens and herbs from stems—now updated to include shears for trimming and chopping. 5576311 $9.95

4. Joseph Joseph® Stainless-Steel Garlic Rocker™
   The simplest way to press garlic in seconds. The stainless steel also removes garlic odor from your fingers. 707945 $4.95 Video online.

5. Prepara® Simply Mist Oil Sprayer
   A fine mist with a squeeze—or a stream with a stronger pull of the trigger. Great for evenly coating cookware, spritzing over salads and more. 2375944 $19.95 Video online.

6. NEW & EXCLUSIVE Ratchet Mill
   The fastest way to grind salt or spices fine to coarse. High-leverage ratchet action maximizes output with minimal effort. $19.95 Black 3822525 White 3822517 Red 3830296

OUR GO-TO BLENDERS
MIX IT UP WITH VITAMIX
E310 EXPLORIAN™ SERIES

Legendary power and performance at a great price. Variable speed and pulse controls create a wide variety of textures—including a perfect Bloody Mary for brunch—and the 48-ounce container fits under most kitchen cabinets.

3773280 $349.95 Video online.

Schott Zwiesel TOSSA Long Drink Glass
1608892 $15.00 Video online.

TIPS COOKS LOVE AT SUR LA TABLE

HOW DO WE LOVE VITAMIX? LET US COUNT THE WAYS
1. Two peak horsepower motor easily blends even tough ingredients. 2. Ten variable speeds let you create every texture from ultra-smooth purée to hearty soup. 3. Speaking of soup—make hot soups right in the blender. 4. The Pulse feature instantly creates coarse chops. 5. Self cleans with a drop of soap and warm water. 6. Backed by a full 10-year warranty.
IN THE MARKET

THIS MONTH WE’RE COOKING WITH

ASPARAGUS

Sautéed, roasted, grilled, in soups or stir-fry, shaved raw over salads, on pizza or simply steamed. When asparagus is in season, we never miss a chance to showcase the crisp, sweet, vibrant—and easy to cook—spears, and neither should you.

LET’S STALK: CLASSES WITH ASPARAGUS

Discover our latest, most delicious ideas for getting creative with this ultra-versatile vegetable while it’s at its in-season best.

SLT Favorites: Local Spring
We’ll create a spring-inspired menu packed with local produce—including our refreshing take on pesto and a creamy carbonara that trades noodles for fresh asparagus.

Season Favorites: Asparagus
How do we love asparagus? Let us count the ways—asparagus pizza, asparagus salad, asparagus pasta... Learn how to incorporate this versatile spring veggie in all kinds of dishes.

BLEND IT?
Yes! Our simple Asparagus Bisque with Black Pepper and Crème Fraîche is full of flavor and couldn’t be easier to prepare. Find it at surtable.com/recipes.

Meet one of our resident chefs

CHEF TERRI DIEN
Sur La Table Resident Chef
Los Gatos, CA

Chef Dien loves her job. For her, meeting new people every day and connecting with them through the food they cook together never gets old. And knowing that she’s sharing techniques they’ll use for years to come? Icing on the cake.

FAVORITE ASPARAGUS TOOL
Our Serrated Peeler
The razor-sharp blade is perfect for shaving the tougher skin from the base of the stalk—and makes it easy to shave ultra-thin slices for asparagus pizza.

$9.95 Black 3420270
Green 3565561 Red 3565579

NEW
Feston Platter
15” x 18” 3706819 $30.00
19¾” x 11” 3706827 Reg. $34.95 $24.96

Stainless Steel Coarse Grater
Fast grating and shredding. 3822715 $19.95

Citrus Reamer
A quick and classic way to juice. 3420271 $6.50
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